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Abstract
Many important combinatorial problems can be modelled as constraint satisfaction problems, hence identifying
polynomial-time solvable classes of constraint satisfaction
problems received a lot of attention. In this paper, we are
interested in structural properties that can make the problem
tractable. So far, the largest structural class that is known
to be polynomial-time solvable is the class of bounded hypertree width instances introduced by Gottlob et al. [20].
Here we identify a new class of polynomial-time solvable
instances: those having bounded fractional edge cover number.
Combining hypertree width and fractional edge cover
number, we then introduce the notion of fractional hypertree width. We prove that constraint satisfaction problems
with bounded fractional hypertree width can be solved in
polynomial time (provided that a the tree decomposition is
given in the input). We also prove that certain parameterized constraint satisfaction, homomorphism, and embedding
problems are fixed-parameter tractable on instances having
bounded fractional hypertree width.

1 . Introduction
Constraint satisfaction problems form a large class of combinatorial problems that contains many important “real-world”
problems. An instance of a constraint satisfaction problem
consists of a set V of variables, a domain D, and a set C
of constraints. For example, the domain may be {0, 1}, and
the constraints may be the clauses of a 3-CNF-formula. The
objective is to assign values in D to the variables in such
a way that all constraints are satisfied. In general, constraint satisfaction problems are NP-hard; considerable efforts, both practical and theoretical, have been made to identify tractable classes of constraint satisfaction problems.
On the theoretical side, there are two main directions towards identifying polynomial-time solvable classes of constraint satisfaction problems. One is to restrict the constraint
language, that is, the type of constraints that are allowed
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(see, for example, [5, 6, 7, 15, 24, 28]). Formally, the constraint language can be described as a set of relations on the
domain. The other direction is to restrict the structure induced by the constraints on the variables (see, for example,
[10, 11, 13, 16, 25]). The present work goes into this direction; our main contribution is the identification of a natural new class of structurally tractable constraint satisfaction
problems.
The hypergraph of an instance (V, D, C) has V as its
vertex set and for every constraint in C a hyperedge that consists of all variables occurring in the constraint. For a class H
of hypergraphs, we let C SP(H) be the class of all instances
whose hypergraph is contained in H. The central questions
is for which classes H of hypergraphs the problem C SP (H)
is tractable. Most recently, this question has been studied in
[8, 10]. It is worth pointing out that the corresponding question for the graphs (instead of hypergraphs) of instances, in
which two variables are incident if they appear together in a
constraint, has been completely answered in [22, 23] (under
the complexity theoretic assumption FPT 6= W[1]): For a
class G of graphs, the corresponding problem C SP (G) is in
polynomial time if and only if G has bounded tree width.
This can be generalized to C SP (H) for classes H of hypergraphs of bounded hyperedge size (that is, classes H for
which max{|e| | ∃ H = (V, E) ∈ H : e ∈ E} exists). It
follows easily from the results of [22, 23] that for all classes
H of bounded hyperedge size,
(1.1) C SP(H) ∈ PTIME ⇐⇒ H has bounded tree width
(under the assumption FPT 6= W[1]).
It is known that (1) does not generalize to arbitrary
classes H of hypergraphs (we will give a very simple counterexample in Section 2). The largest known family of
classes of hypergraphs for which C SP (H) is in PTIME consists of all classes of bounded hypertree width [20, 21, 19].
Hypertree width is a hypergraph invariant that generalizes
acyclicity [4, 14, 30]. It is a very robust invariant; up to a
constant factor it coincides with a number of other natural
invariants that measure the global connectivity of a hypergraph [2]. On classes of bounded hyperedge size, bounded
hypertree width coincides with bounded tree width, but in
general it does not. It has been asked in [8, 10, 18, 22]
whether there are classes H of unbounded hypertree width
such that C SP(H) ∈ PTIME. We give an affirmative answer
to this question.

Our key result states that C SP (H) ∈ PTIME for all
classes H of bounded fractional edge cover number. A fractional edge cover of a hypergraph
P H = (V, E) is a mapping ψ : E → [0, ∞) P
such that e∈E,v∈e ψ(e) ≥ 1 for all
v ∈ V . The number e∈E ψ(e) is the weight of ψ. The
fractional edge cover number ρ∗ (H) of H is the minimum
of the weights of all fractional edge covers of H. It follows
from standard linear programming results that this minimum
exists and is rational. Furthermore, it is easy to construct
classes H of hypergraphs that have bounded fractional edge
cover number and unbounded hypertree width (see Example 8).
We then start a more systematic investigation of the interaction between fractional covers and hypertree width. We
propose a new hypergraph invariant, the fractional hypertree
width, which generalizes both the hypertree width and fractional edge cover number in a natural way. Fractional hypertree width is an interesting hybrid of the “continuous” fractional edge cover number and the “discrete” hypertree width.
We show that it has similarly nice properties as hypertree
width. In particular, we give an approximative game characterization of fractional hypertree width similar to the characterization of tree width by the “robber and cops” game [29].
Furthermore, we prove that for classes H of bounded fractional hypertree width, the problem C SP (H) can be solved in
polynomial time provided that a fractional hypertree decomposition of the underlying hypergraph is given together with
the input instance. We leave open the question of whether for
fixed k there is a polynomial-time algorithm that computes
a fractional-hypertree decomposition of width k of a given
hypergraph H of fractional hypertree width k.
We also discuss the problem of evaluating conjunctive
database queries and the homomorphism problem for relational structures, which are both known to be equivalent to
constraint satisfaction problems, and the embedding problem
for relational structures. We show that all these problems,
as well as constraint satisfaction problems parameterized by
the number of variables, are fixed parameter tractable for
instances of bounded fractional hypertree width.

The primal graph of a hypergraph H is the graph
H = (V (H),{{v, w} | v 6= w, there exists an
e ∈ E(H) such that {v, w} ⊆ e}).
A hypergraph H is connected if H is connected. A set C ⊆
V (H) is connected (in H) if the induced subhypergraph
H[C] is connected, and a connected component of H is a
maximal connected subset of V (H). A sequence of vertices
of H is a path of H if it is a path of H.
A tree decomposition of a hypergraph H is a tuple
(T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) ), where T is a tree and (Bt )t∈V (T ) a family
of subsets of V (H) such that for each e ∈ E(H) there is a
node t ∈ V (T ) such that e ⊆ Bt , and for each v ∈ V (H)
the set {t ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ Bt } is connected in T . The sets Bt
are called the bags of the decomposition.
 The width of a treedecomposition (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) ) is max |Bt | t ∈ V (t)}−1.
The tree width tw(H) of a hypergraph H is the minimum of
the widths of all tree-decompositions of H. It is easy to see
that tw(H) = tw(H) for all H.
It will be convenient for us to view the trees in treedecompositions as being rooted and directed from the root
to the leaves. For a node t in a (rooted) tree T =
(V (T ), E(T )), we let Tt be the subtree rooted at t, that is,
the induced subtree of T whose vertex set is the set of all
vertices reachable from t.
We say that a class H of hypergraphs is of bounded tree
width if there is a k such that tw(H) ≤ k for all H ∈ H. We
use a similar terminology for other hypergraph invariants.

2.2. Constraint satisfaction problems. A CSP instance
is a triple I = (V, D, C), where V is a set of variables, D
is a set called the domain, and C is a set of constraints of
the form h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri, where k ≥ 1 and R is a k-ary
relation on D. A solution to the instance I is an assignment
α : V → D such that for all constraints h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri in
C we have (α(v1 ), . . . , α(vk )) ∈ R.
Constraints are specified by explicitly enumerating all
possible combinations of values for the variables, that is, all
tuples in the relation R. Consequently, we define the size of
a constraint c = h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri ∈ C to be the number
kck = k + k · |R|. The size of an instance
I = (V, D, C)
P
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is the number kIk = |V | + |D| + c∈C kck. Of course
there is no need to store a constraint relation repeatedly if it
2.1. Hypergraphs.
A hypergraph is a pair H = occurs in several constraints, but this only changes the size
(V (H), E(H)), consisting of a set V (H) of vertices and a by a polynomial factor.
Let us make a few remarks about this explicit represenset E(H) of subsets of V (H), the hyperedges of H. We
tation
of the constraints. There are important special cases
always assume that hypergraphs have no isolated vertices,
of
constraint
satisfaction problems where the constraints are
that is, for every v ∈ V (H) there exists at least one e ∈
stored
implicitly,
which may make the representation expoE(H) such that v ∈ e.
nentially
more
succinct.
Examples are Boolean satisfiabilFor a hypergraph H and a set X ⊆ V (H), the subity,
where
the
constraint
relations
are given implicitly by the
hypergraph of H induced by X is the hypergraph H[X] =
clauses
of
a
formula
in
conjunctive
normal form, or systems
(X, {e ∩ X | e ∈ E(H)}). We let H \ X = H[V (H) \ X].
of arithmetic (in)equalities, where the constraints are given

implicitly by the (in)equalities. However, our representation
is the standard “generic” representation of constraint satisfaction problems in artificial inntelligence (see, for example, [12]). An important application where the constraints
are always given in explicit form is the conjunctive query
containment problem, which plays a crucial role in database
query optimization. Kolaitis and Vardi [25] observed that it
can be represented as a constraint satisfaction problem, and
the constraint relations are given explicitly as part of one of
the input queries. A related problem from database systems
is the problem of evaluating conjunctive queries (cf. Theorem 17). Here the constraint relations represent the tables
of a relational database, and again they are given in explictit
form.
Observe that there is a polynomial-time algorithm deciding whether a given assignment for an instance is a solution.
The hypergraph of the CSP instance I = (V, D, C)
is the hypergraph HI with vertex set V and a hyperedge
{v1 , . . . , vk } for all constraints h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri in C. For
every class H, we consider the following decision problem:

3 . A Polynomial-time algorithm for CSPs with bounded
fractional cover number
In this section we prove that if the hypergraph HI of a
CSP instance I has fractional edge cover number ρ∗ (HI ),
∗
then it can be decided in kIkρ (HI )+O(1) time whether I
has a solution. Thus if H is a class of hypergraphs with
bounded fractional edge cover number (that is, there is a
constant r such that ρ∗ (H) ≤ r for every H ∈ H), then
C SP(H) ∈ PTIME.
Actually, we prove a stronger result: A CSP instance I
∗
has at most kIkρ (HI ) solutions and all the solutions can be
∗
enumerated in time kIkρ (HI )+O(1) .
The proof relies on a combinatorial lemma known as
Shearer’s Lemma. We use Shearer’s lemma to bound the
number of solutions of a CSP instance; our argument resembles an argument that Friedgut and Kahn [17] used to bound
the number of subhypergraphs of a certain isomorphism type
in a hypergraph. The second author recently applied similar
ideas in a completely different algorithmic context [26].
Lemma 2 (Shearer’s Lemma [9]). Let H = (V, E) be a
hypergraph, and let A1 , A2 , . . . , Ap be (not necessarily
distinct) subsets of V such that each v ∈ V is contained
in at least q of the Ai ’s. Denote by Ei the edge set of the
induced hypergraph H[Ai ]. Then

C SP (H)
Instance: A CSP instance I with HI ∈ H.
Problem: Decide if I has a solution.

|E| ≤

p
Y

|Ei |1/q .

i=1

If the class H is not polynomial-time decidable, we view
this as a promise problem, that is, we assume that we are
only given instances I with HI ∈ H, and we are only
interested in algorithms that work correctly and efficiently
on such instances.
We close this section with a simple example of a class
of hypergraphs of unbounded tree width such that C SP(H)
is tractable.

Note that we admit empty hyperedges. In particular, if
e ∩ Ai = ∅ for some e ∈ E and i ≤ p, then ∅ ∈ Ei .
Lemma 2 is easy to see in the special case when q = 1 and
{A1 , . . . , Ap } is a partition of V . The proof of the general
case is based on an entropy argument.
∗

Lemma 3. A CSP instance I has at most kIkρ
tions.

Example 1. Let H be that class of all hypergraphs H that
have a hyperedge that contains all vertices, that is, V (H) ∈
E(H). Clearly, H has unbounded tree width, because the
hypergraph (V, {V }) has tree width |V | − 1. We claim that
C SP(H) ∈ PTIME.
To see this, let I = (V, D, C) be an instance of
C SP(H). Let h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri be a constraint in C with
{v1 , . . . , vk } = V . Such a constraint exists because HI ∈
H. Each tuple d¯ = (d1 , . . . , dk ) ∈ R completely specifies
an assignment αd̄ defined by αd̄ (vi ) = di for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
If for some i, j we have vi = vj , but di 6= dj , we leave αd̄
undefined.
Observe that I is satisfiable if and only if there is a tuple
d¯ ∈ R such that αd̄ is (well-defined and) a solution for I. As
|R| ≤ kIk, this can be checked in polynomial time.

(HI )

solu-

Proof: Consider a CSP instance I = (V, D, C) with
V = {v1 , . . . , vn }. Let Ĥ be a hypergraph over V ×
D where the edges correspond to the solutions of the instance: for each solution α : V → D there is an edge
{(v1 , α(v1 )), . . . , (vn , α(vn ))} in Ĥ. We will bound the
number of edges in Ĥ using Shearer’s
P Lemma. Let ψ be
a fractional edge cover of HI with e∈E ψ(e) = ρ∗ (HI ); it
follows from the standard results of linear programming that
such a ψ exists with rational values. Denote by q the least
common denominator of the values ψ(e). Let p = ρ∗ (HI )·q,
and let A1 , . . . , Ap be a sequence of edges such that edge
e ∈ E appears exactly ψ(e) · q times. From the definition of
the fractional edge cover, it follows that each vertex v ∈ V
appears in at least q of the Ai ’s. Define Âi = Ai × D,
these sets cover every vertex of Ĥ at least q times. Hence by
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Shearer’s Lemma, the number of edges of Ĥ can be bounded
For i = 1, the instance I[Vi ] has at most |D| solutions,
by
hence the list Li is easy to construct. Notice that a solution
p
Y
of I[Vi+1 ] induces a solution of I[Vi ]. Therefore, the
|Êi |1/q ,
list Li+1 can be constructed by considering the solutions
i=1
in Li , extending them to the variable vi+1 in all the |D|
possible
ways, and checking whether this assignment is a
where Êi is the edge set of the subhypergraph Ĥ[Âi ] induced
solution
of I[Vi+1 ]. Clearly, this can be done in |Li | ·
by Âi . The hypergraph Ĥ[Âi ] describes how the solutions
O(1)
|D|
·
kI[V
= |Li | · kIkO(1) time. Repeating
i+1 ]k
look like if we consider only the variables in Ai : each
edge of Ĥ[Âi ] describes a possible combination of values this procedure for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, the list Ln can be
that a solution can have on the variables in Ai . More constructed.
total running time of the algorithm can be bounded
precisely, assume that Ai corresponds to some constraint
PThe
n−1
O(1)
′
′
by
. Observe that ρ∗ (HI[Vi ] ) ≤ ρ∗ (HI ):
h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri. The hypergraph Ĥ[Âi ] contains the edge
i=1 |Li | · kIk
{(v1′ , d1 ), . . . , (vk′ , dk )} if and only if there is a solution α HI[Vi ] is the subhypergraph of HI induced by Vi , thus any
with α(vi′ ) = di . This means that there can be at most fractional cover of the hypergraph of I gives a fractional
ρ∗ (HI )
,
|R| ≤ kIk edges in Êi . Hence the number of edges of Ĥ cover of I[Vi ]. Therefore, by Lemma 3, |Li | ≤ ∗kIk
ρ (HI )+O(1)
and
it
follows
that
the
total
running
time
is
kIk
.
and hence the number of solutions can be bounded by
2
p
Y
∗
We note that the algorithm of Theorem 5 does not
kIk1/q = kIkp/q = kIkρ (HI ) .
2
actually need a fractional edge cover: the fact that the
i=1
hypergraph has small fractional edge cover number is used
We would like to turn the upper bound of Lemma 3 into only in proving the time bound of the algorithm.
an algorithm enumerating all the solutions, but the proof of
Shearer’s Lemma is not algorithmic. However, a very simple Corollary 6. Let H be a class of hypergraphs of bounded
algorithm can enumerate the solutions, and Lemma 3 can be fractional edge cover number. Then C SP(H) is in polynoused to bound the running time of this algorithm. We need mial time.
the following definition:
Definition 4. Let I = (V, D, C) be a CSP instance and
let V ′ ⊆ V be a nonempty subset of variables. The CSP
instance I[V ′ ] induced by V ′ is I ′ = (V ′ , D, C ′ ), where
C ′ is defined the following way: For each constraint c =
h(v1 , . . . , vk ), Ri having at least one variable in V ′ , there is
a corresponding constraint c′ in C ′ . Suppose that vi1 , . . . , viℓ
are the variables among v1 , . . . , vk that are in V ′ . Then
the constraint c′ is defined as h(vi1 , . . . , viℓ ), R′ i, where
the relation R′ is the projection of R to the components
i1 , . . . , iℓ , that is, R′ contains an ℓ-tuple (d′1 , . . . , d′ℓ ) ∈ Dℓ
if and only if there is a k-tuple (d1 , . . . , dk ) ∈ R such that
d′j = dij for 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ.
Thus an assignment α on V ′ satisfies I[V ′ ] if for each
constraint c of I, there is an assignment extending α that
satisfies c (however, it is not necessariliy true that there is an
assignment extending α that satisfies every constraint of I
simultaneously).
Theorem 5. The solutions of a CSP instance I can be
∗
enumerated in time kIkρ (HI )+O(1) .
Proof: If V = {v1 , . . . , vn } is an arbitrary ordering of the
variables of I, then let Vi be the subset {v1 , . . . , vi }. For
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the algorithm creates a list Li containing the
solutions of I[Vi ]. Since I[Vn ] = I, the list Ln is exactly
what we want.

4 . Fractional hypertree decompositions
Let H be a hypergraph. A generalized hypertree decomposition of H is a triple (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (Ct )t∈V (T ) ),
where (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) ) is a tree decomposition of H and
(Ct )t∈V (T ) is a family of subsetsSof E(H) such
S that for every t ∈ V (T ) we have Bt ⊆
Ct . Here Ct denotes
the union of the sets (hyperedges) in Ct , that is, the set
{v ∈ V (H) | ∃e ∈ Ct : v ∈ e}. We call the sets Bt the bags
of the decomposition and the sets Ct the guards. The width
of (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (Ct )t∈V (T ) ) is max{|Ct | | t ∈ V (T )}.
The generalized hypertree width ghw(H) of H is the minimum of the widths of the generalized hypertree decompositions of H.
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that
a hypertree decomposition of H is a generalized hypertree decomposition (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (Ct )t∈V (T ) ) that
S satisfies
the
following
additional
special
condition:
(
Ct ) ∩
S
B
⊆
B
for
all
t
∈
V
(T
).
Recall
that
T
t
t deu∈V (Tt ) u
notes the subtree of the T with root t. The hypertree width
hw(H) of H is the minimum of the widths of all hypertree decompositions of H. It has been proved in [2] that
ghw(H) ≤ hw(H) ≤ 3 · ghw(H) + 1. This means that
for our purposes, hypertree width and generalized hypertree
width are equivalent. For simplicity, we will only work with
generalized hypertree width.

Observe that for every hypergraph H we have
ghw(H) ≤ tw(H) + 1. Furthermore, if H is a hypergraph with V (H) ∈ E(H) we have ghw(H) = 1 and
tw(H) = |V (H)| − 1.
We now give an approximate characterization of (generalized) hypertree width by a game that is a variant of the
robber and cops game [29], which characterizes tree width:
In the robber and marshals game on H [21], a robber plays
against k marshals. The marshals move on the hyperedges
of H, trying to catch the robber. In each move, some of the
marshals fly in helicopters to new hyperedges. The robber
moves on the vertices of H. She sees where the marshals
will be landing and quickly tries to escape running arbitrarily fast along paths of H, not being allowed to run through
a vertex that is occupied by a marshal before and after the
flight. The marshals’ objective is to land a marshal via helicopter on a hyperedge containing the vertex occupied by the
robber. The robber tries to elude capture. The marshal width
mw(H) of a hypergraph H is the least number k of marshals
that have a winning strategy in the robber and marshals game
played on H (see [1] or [21] for a formal definition).
It is easy to see that mw(H) ≤ ghw(H) for every hypergraph H. To win the game on a hypertree of generalized hypertree width k, the marshals always occupy guards
of a decomposition and eventually capture the robber at a
leaf of the tree. Conversely, it can be proved that ghw(H) ≤
3 · mw(H) + 1.
Observe that for every hypergraph H, the generalised
hypertree width is less than or equal to the (integral) edge
cover number of H. The following two examples show
that hypertree width and fractional edge cover number are
incomparable.

ek1 , . . . , ekn−1 . The robber moves along the edge ei to a
vertex vR for a set R ⊆ {1, . . . , 2n} \ {k1 , . . . , kn−1 } of
cardinality n that contains i. If she plays this way, she can
never be captured.
For a hypergraph H and a mapping γ : E(H) → [0, ∞),
we let
X
B(γ) = {v ∈ V (H) |
γ(e) ≥ 1}.
e∈E(H),v∈e

We may think of B(γ) as the set of all
Pvertices “blocked” by
γ. Furthermore, we let weight(γ) = e∈E γ(e).
Definition 9. Let H be a hypergraph. A fractional hypertree
decomposition of H is a triple (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (γt )t∈V (T ) ),
where (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) ) is a tree decomposition of H and
(γt )t∈V (T ) is a family of mappings from E(H) to [0, ∞)
such that for every t ∈ V (T ) we have Bt ⊆ B(γt ).
We call the sets Bt the bags of the decomposition and the
mappings γt the (fractional) guards.
The width of (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (γt )t∈V (T ) ) is
max{weight(γt ) | t ∈ V (T )}. The fractional hypertree width fhw(H) of H is the minimum of the widths of the
fractional hypertree decompositions of H.
It is easy to see that the minimum of the widths of
all fractional hypertree decompositions of a hypergraph H
always exists and is rational. This follows from the fact that,
up to an obvious equivalence, there are only finitely many
tree decompositions of a hypergraph.
Clearly, for every hypergraph H we have
fhw(H) ≤ ρ∗ (H)

and fhw(H) ≤ ghw(H).

Example 7. Consider the class of all graphs that only have
Examples 7 and 8 above show that there are families of
disjoint edges. The tree width and hypertree width of this
hypergraphs of bounded fractional hypertree width, but unclass is 1, the fractional edge cover number is unbounded.
bounded fractional edge cover number and unbounded genExample 8. For n ≥ 1, let Hn be the following hypergraph: eralized hypertree width.
It is also worth pointing out that for every hypergraph
Hn has a vertex vS for every subset S of {1, . . . , 2n} of
cardinality n. Furthermore, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} the H,
fhw(H) = 1 ⇐⇒ ghw(H) = 1.
hypergraph Hn has a hyperedge ei = {vS | i ∈ S}.
Observe that the fractional edge cover number ρ∗ (Hn ) is To see this, note that if γ : E(H) → [0, ∞) is a mapping
at most 2, because the mapping ψ that assigns 1/n to every with weight(γ) = 1 and B ⊆ B(γ), then B ⊆ e for all
hyperedge ei is a fractional edge cover of weight 2. Actually, e ∈ E(H) with γ(e) > 0. Thus instead using γ as a
it is easy to see that ρ∗ (Hn ) = 2.
guard in a fractional hypertree decomposition, we may use
We claim that the hypertree width of Hn is n. It is easy the integral guard {e} for any e ∈ E(H) with γ(e) > 0. Let
to see that Hn has a hypertree decomposition of width n us remark that ghw(H) = 1 if and only if H is acyclic [20].
(with a two node tree). Thus ghw(Hn ) ≤ n. To see that
ghw(Hn ) > n − 1, we argue that the robber has a winning 4.1. The robber and army game.
As robbers are
strategy against (n − 1) marshals in the robber and marshals getting ever more clever, it takes more and more powerful
game. Consider a position of the game where the marshals security forces to capture them. In the robber and army
occupy edges ej1 , . . . , ejn−1 and the robber occupies a vertex game on a hypergraph H, a robber plays against a general
vS for a set S with S ∩ {j1 , . . . , jn−1 } = ∅. Suppose that in commanding an army of r battalions of soldiers. The general
the next round of the game the marshals move to the edges may distribute his soldiers arbitrarily on the hyperedges.
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However, a vertex of the hypergraph is only blocked if the (σ, v) of the game, v is contained in the connected componumber of soldiers on all hyperedges that contain this vertex nent R of H \ B(σ) with weight(γ|R) > weight(γ)/2.
To see that this is possible, let (σ, v) be such a position.
adds up to the strength of at least one battalion. The game is
Suppose that the general moves from σ to σ ′ , and let R′ be
then played like the robber and marshals game.
the connected component of H \B(σ ′ ) with weight(γ|R′ ) >
Definition 10. Let H be a hypergraph and r a nonnegative weight(γ)/2. Then there must be some e ∈ E(H) such that
real. The game RA(H, r) (the robber and army game on H e ∩ R 6= ∅ and e ∩ R′ 6= ∅, because otherwise we had
with r battalions is played by two players, the robber and
the general. A position of the game is a pair (γ, v), where
weight(γ) = weight(γ)/2 + weight(γ)/2
v ∈ V (H) and γ : E(H) → [0, ∞) with weight(γ) ≤ r.
< weight(γ|R) + weight(γ|R′ ) ≤ weight(γ),
To start a play of the game, the robber picks an arbitrary v0 ,
and the initial position is (0, v0 ), where 0 denote the constant
which is impossible. Thus the robber can move from R to
zero mapping.
′
2
In each round, the players move from the current position R via the edge e.
′ ′
(γ, v) to a new position (γ , v ) as follows: The general
Let H be a hypergraph and H ′ an induced subhyperselects γ ′ , and then the robber selects v ′ such that thereis graph of H. Then the restriction of a mapping γ : E(H) →
a path from v to v ′ in the hypergraph H \ (B(γ) ∩ B(γ ′ ) . [0, ∞) to H ′ is the mapping γ ′ : E(H ′ ) → [0, ∞) defined
If a position (γ, v) with v ∈ B(γ) is reached, the play by
X
ends and the general wins. If the play continues forever, the
γ ′ (e′ ) =
γ(e).
robber wins.
e∈E(H)
The army width aw(H) of H is the least r such that the
e∩V (H ′ )=e′
general has winning strategy for the game RA(H, r).
Conversely, the canonical extension of a mapping γ ′ :
Again, it is easy to see that aw(H) is well-defined and E(H ′ ) → [0, ∞) to H is the mapping γ : E(H) → [0, ∞)
rational.
defined by
Theorem 11. For every hypergraph H,
aw(H) ≤ fhw(H) ≤ 3 · aw(H) + 2.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to a proof of
this theorem. The proof is similar to the proof of the
corresponding result for the robber and marshal game and
generalized hypertree width in [2], which in turn is based on
ideas from [27, 29].
Let H be a hypergraph and γ, σ : E(H) → [0, ∞). For
a set W ⊆ V (H), we let
X
weight(γ|W ) =
γ(e).
e∈E(H)
e∩W 6=∅

A mapping σ : E(H) → [0, ∞) is a balanced separator for
γ if for every connected component R of H \ B(σ),
weight(γ|R) ≤

weight(γ)
.
2

Lemma 12. Let H be a hypergraph and r = aw(H). Then
every γ : E(H) → [0, ∞) has a balanced separator of
weight r.

γ(e) =

γ ′ (e ∩ V (H ′ ))
.
|{e1 ∈ E(H) | e1 ∩ V (H ′ ) = e ∩ V (H)}|

Note that in both cases, we have weight(γ) = weight(γ ′ )
and B(γ ′ ) = B(γ) ∩ V (H ′ ).
Proof of Theorem 11: Let H be a hypergraph. To prove
that aw(H) ≤ fhw(H), let (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (γt )t∈V (T ) ) be a
fractional hypertree decomposition of H. We claim that the
general has a winning strategy for RA(H, r). Let (0, v0 ) be
the initial position. The general plays in such a way that all
subsequent positions are of the form (γt , v) such that v ∈ Bu
for some u ∈ V (Tt ). Intuitively, this means that the robber
is trapped in the subtree below t. Furthermore, in each move
the general reduces the height of t. He starts by selecting γt0
for the root t0 of T . Suppose the game is in a position (γt , v)
such that v ∈ Bu for some u ∈ V (Tt ). If u = t, then the
robber has lost the game. So let us assume that u 6= t. Then
there is a child t′ of t such that u ∈ V (Tt′ ). The general
moves to γt′ . Suppose the robber escapes to a v ′ that is not
contained in Bu′ for any u′ ∈ Tt′ . Then there is a path from
v to v ′ in H \ (B(γt ) ∩ B(γt′ )) and hence in H \ (Bt ∩ Bt′ ).
However, it follows easily from the fact that (T, (Bt )t∈T ) is
a tree decomposition of H that every path from a bag in Tt′
to a bag in T \ Tt′ must intersect Bt ∩ Bt′ . This proves that
aw(H) ≤ fhw(H).

Proof: Suppose for contradiction that γ : E(H) → [0, ∞)
has no balanced separator of weight r. We claim that the
robber has a winning strategy for the game RA(H, r). The
For the second inequality, we shall prove the following
robber simply maintains the invariant that in every position stronger claim:

– Let v ∈ V (H). To see that {v ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ Bt } is
connected in T , observe that {t ∈ V (T i ) | v ∈ Bti }
is connected (maybe empty) for all i. If v ∈ V (Hi ) for
exactly one i, this already shows that {v ∈ V (T ) | v ∈
Bt } is connected. Otherwise, v ∈ B(χ) = Bt0 and
hence v ∈ B(χi ) ⊆ Bti0 for all i such that v ∈ V (Hi ).
Again this shows that {v ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ Bt } is
connected.

Claim: Let H be a hypergraph and r = aw(H). Furthermore, let γ : E(H) → [0, ∞) such that weight(γ) ≤ 2r + 2.
Then there exists a fractional hypertree decomposition of H
of width at most 3r + 2 such that B(γ) is contained in the
bag of the root of this decomposition.
Note that for γ = 0, the claim yields the desired
fractional hypertree decomposition of H.
Proof of the claim: The proof is by induction on the cardinality of V (H) \ B(γ).
By Lemma 12, there is a balanced separator of weight at
most r for γ in H. Let σ be such a separator, and define
χ : E(H) → [0, ∞) by χ(e) = γ(e) + σ(e). Then
weight(χ) ≤ 3r + 2, and B(γ) ⊆ B(χ).
If V (H) = B(χ) (this is the induction bases), then
the 1-node decomposition with bag V (H) and guard χ is
a fractional hypertree decomposition of H of width at most
3r + 2.
Otherwise, let R1 , . . . , Rm be the connected components of H \ B(χ). Note that we cannot exclude the case
m = 1 and R1 = V (H) \ B(γ).
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let ei be an edge of H such that
ei ∩ Ri 6= ∅, and let Si be the unique connected component
of H \ B(σ) with Ri ⊆ Si . Note that weight(γ|Si ) ≤ r + 1,
because σ is a balanced separator for γ. Let χi : E(H) →
[0, ∞) be defined by

– Let e ∈ E(H). Either e ⊆ B(χ) = Bt0 , or there is
exactly one i such that e ⊆ Ri ∪ B(χi ). In the latter
case, e ⊆ Bt for some t ∈ V (T i ).
It remains to prove that Bt ⊆ B(γt ) for all t ∈ T . For
the root, we have Bt0 = B(γt0 ). For t ∈ V (T i ), we have
Bt ⊆ B(γti ) = B(γt ) ∩ V (H i ) ⊆ B(γt ). Finally, note that
weight(γt ) ≤ 3r + 2 for all t ∈ V (T ). This completes the
proof of the claim.
2
Remark 13. With respect to the difference between hypertree decompositions and generalized hypertree decompositions, it is worth observing that the fractional tree decomposition (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (γt )t∈V (T ) ) of width at most 3r + 2
constructed in the proof of the theorem
satisfies the followS
ing special condition: B(γt ) ∩ u∈V (Tt ) Bu ⊆ Bt for all
t ∈ V (T ).
This implies that a hypergraph of fractional hypertree
width at most r has a fractional hypertree decomposition of
width at most 3r + 2 that satisfies the special condition.



if e = ei ,
1
χi (e) = σ(e) + γ(e) if e 6= ei and Si ∩ e 6= ∅,


σ(e)
otherwise.

4.2. Finding decompositions.
We currently do not
know whether for any fixed r > 1 there is a polynomialtime algorithm that, given a hypergraph H of fractional
hypertree width at most r, computes a fractional hypertree
decomposition of H of width r or at least of width f (r)
for some function f . Similar to hypertree width, one way
of obtaining such an algorithm would be through the army
and robber game characterization. The idea would be to
inductively compute the set of all positions of the game from
which the general wins in 0, 1, . . . rounds. The problem is
that, as opposed to the robber and marshals game, there is no
polynomial bound on the number of positions. Let us state a
conjecture which would imply such a polynomial bound for
a sufficiently large set of positions and hence for every r > 1
a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a hypergraph H of
fractional hypertree width at most r, computes a fractional
hypertree decomposition of H of width 3r + 2.
Let H be a hypergraph and r ≥ 1. Let us call a set B ⊆
V (H) maximal r-covered if there is a γ : E(H) → [0, ∞)
with weight(γ) ≤ r and B ⊆ B(γ), but there is no B ′ ⊃ B
for which such a γ exists. Note that a covering γ for a
maximal r-covered set can easily be computed in polynomial
time by linear programming. In the robber and army game,

Then
weight(χi ) ≤ 1 + weight(σ) + weight(γ|Si ) ≤ 2r + 2.
Let Hi = H[Ri ∪ B(χi )] and observe that
V (Hi ) \ B(χi ) ⊆ Ri \ e ⊂ Ri ⊆ V (H) \ B(γ).
Thus the induction hypothesis is applicable to Hi and the
restriction of χi to Hi . It yields a fractional hypertree decomposition (T i , (Bti )t∈V (T i ) , (γti )t∈V (T i ) ) of Hi of weight
at most 3r + 2 such that B(χi ) ∩ V (Hi ) is contained in the
bag Btii of the root ti0 of T i .
0

Let T be the disjoint union of T 1 , . . . , T m together with
at a new root t0 that has edges to the roots ti0 of the T i . Let
Bt0 = B(χ) and Bt = Bti for all t ∈ V (T i ). Moreover, let
γt0 = χ, and let γt be the canonical extension of γti to H for
all t ∈ V (T i ).
It remains to prove that (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) , (γt )t∈V (T ) ) is
a fractional hypertree decomposition of H of width at most
3r + 2. Let us first verify that (T, (Bt )t∈V (T ) ) is a tree
decomposition.
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To prove that C SP (H) for classes H of hypergraphs of
we may assume without loss of generality that the general
always plays mappings γ such that B(γ) is maximal r- bounded fractional hypertree width is in polynomial time,
we probably need a polynomial algorithm that, for fixed r,
covered.
computes an at least approximately optimal fractional hyperConjecture 14. Let r ≥ 1. Then for every hypergraph tree decompositions for hypergraphs of fractional hypertree
H, there are at most |V (H) + E(H)|O(fhw(H)) maximal width at most r. However, if we are only interested in the
r-covered sets. Furthermore, there is a polynomial-time parameterized complexity of our constraint satisfaction probalgorithm that enumerates all these sets.
lems, we do not need a decomposition algorithm. A parameterization of a problem is a function κ (usually assumed to
4.3. Algorithmic applications. Recall that HI denotes the be polynomial-time computable) that maps instances of the
problem to the positive integers. A parameterized problem is
hypergraph of a CSP instance I.
fixed parameter tractable if there is an algorithm that, given
Theorem 15. Let r ≥ 1. Then there is a polynomial-time an instance I, solves it in time f (κ(I)) · p(kIk) for some
algorithm that, given a CSP instance I and a fractional computable function f and polynomial p(X). This definihypertree decomposition D of HI of width at most r, decides tion reflects the idea that if the parameter is small, then the
if I is satisfiable (and computes a solution if it is).
dependence of the running time on the parameter can be disregarded.
Proof: Given a fractional hypertree decomposition (T,
We consider the following parameterization of C SP (H):
(B
)
,
(γ
)
)
of
an
instance
I,
define
V
:=
t
t
t
t∈V
(T
)
t∈V
(T
)
S
t∈V (Tt ) Bt . For each t ∈ V (T ), our algorithm constructs
p-C SP (H)
the list Lt of those solutions of I[Bt ] that can be extended
Instance: A CSP instance I = (V, D, C)
to a solution of I[Vt ] (recall that I[Bt ] denotes the instance
with HI ∈ H.
induced by Bt , see Definition 4.) Clearly, I has a solution
Parameter: |V |, the number of variables of
if and only if Lt0 is not empty for the root t0 of the tree
I.
decomposition.
Problem: Decide if I has a solution.
The algorithm proceeds in a bottom-up manner: when
constructing the list Lt , we assume that for every child t′ of
Corollary 16. For every class H of hypergraphs of bounded
t, the lists Lt′ are already available.
If t is a leaf node, then Vt = Bt , and Lt is simply the fractional hypertree width, p-C SP(H) is fixed parameter
list of all solutions of I[Bt ]. By the definition of fractional tractable.
hypertree decompositions, the hypergraph of I[Bt ] has fracFixed-parameter tractability is only relevant in situations
tional edge cover number at most r, hence by Theorem 5, Lt
where
the parameter can be expected to be small, and
can be determined in time kIkr+O(1) .
it is very dubious to expect the number of variables in
Assume now that t has children t1 , . . . , tk . It is easy
a constraint satisfaction problem to be small. However,
to see that a solution α of I[Bt ] can be extended to I[Vt ]
there is an equivalent problem where this assumption is
if and only if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there is a solution αi
realistic, and that is the evaluation of conjunctive (database)
of I[Vti ] that is compatible with α (that is, α and αi assign
queries. Database queries can usually be assumed to be
the same values to the variables in Bt ∩ Vti ). Therefore,
small, certainly if compared to the size of the database,
Lt can be determined by first enumerating every solution
and the number of variables of the corresponding constraint
α of I[Bt ] using the algorithm of Theorem 5, and then for
satisfaction is bounded by the size of the query. The size
each i, going through the list Lti and checking whether it
of the domain, on the other hand, gets very large, because
contains an assignment compatible with α. Since the number
the domain consists of all database entries. However, when
of solutions of I[Bt ] and the size of each Lti is kIkr+O(1) ,
evaluating a database query, one is usually not interested
the algorithm spends kIkO(r) time at each node, hence the
in solving the decision problem (“Does there exist a tuple
total running time is polynomial for each fixed r. Using
satisfying the query?”), but in the enumeration problem
standard bookkeeping techniques, it is not difficult to extend
(“Compute all tuples satisfying the query.”). As the number
the algorithm such that it actually returns a solution if exists.
of tuples satisfying a query is not polynomially bounded
2
in terms of the size of the database, it is reasonable to
In the remainder of this section, we sketch further algo- measure the running time of an enumeration algorithm in
rithmic applications of fractional hypertree decompositions. terms of the input size plus the output size. We refer to
Details will appear in the full version of this paper, but we the corresponding notion of fixed-parameter tractability as
believe that for a reader familiar with the concepts and tech- output fixed-parameter tractability.
niques our brief outline should be sufficient.

Theorem 17. Let H be a class of hypergraphs of bounded
fractional hypertree width. Then the evaluation problem for
conjunctive queries whose underlying hypergraph is in H is
output fixed-parameter tractable.

time solvable CSP instances: instances having bounded fractional edge cover number. This result suggests the definition of fractional hypertree width, which is always at most
as large as the hypertree width (and in some cases much
smaller). It turns out that CSP is polynomial-time solvable
for instances having bounded fractional hypertree width, if
the hypertree decomposition is given together with the instance. It remains an important open question whether there
is a polynomial-time algorithm that determines (or approximates) the fractional hypertree width and constructs a corresponding decomposition. We have provided an approximate characterization of fractional hypertree width using the
so-called robber and army game, and we have laid out how
it might help to design an algorithm for approximating the
fractional hypertree width.
Another open question is whether there are polynomialtime solvable families of CSP instances having unbounded
fractional hypertree width. If the answer is no, then it might
be possible to prove this using parameterized complexity
similarly to [22, 23].

This is proved very similarly to Theorem 15 and Corollary 16.
It is has been observed by Feder and Vardi [15] that constraint satisfaction problems can be described as homomorphism problems for relational structures. A homomorphism
from a structure A to a structure B is a mapping from the
domain of A to the domain of B that preserves membership
in all relations. With each structure A we can associate a hypergraph HA whose vertices are the elements of the domain
of A and whose hyperedges are all sets {a1 , . . . , ak } such
that (a1 , . . . , ak ) is a tuple in some relation of A. For every
class H of hypergraphs, we consider the following problem:
H OM(H)
Instance: Structure A with HA ∈ H and
structure B.
Problem: Decide if there is a homomorphism from A to B.
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